
A Tribute to the German Shepherd Dog
Editor's note: This is the ninth installment of our year-long series featuring the versatility of the German Shepherd Dog. 
Special
thanks are extended to the author, Anita Rabidou-Milligan, who conceived and executed these articles.
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by Anita Rabidou-Milligan

     Although the German Shepherd Dog was bred to be a sheepdog, Max von Stephanitz correctly  

predicted that the ways of agricultural living and herding would be replaced by industrialization. To protect the  
breed he loved, he embarked on a mission to promote the versatility of the German Shepherd Dog. Today, no  
other breed can compare.
From herding to police work, from guide work to family companion, the German Shepherd Dog is the TOTAL  
dog.
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They smell death.
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Klaus and Osara - Cadaver Dogs

Owners: Kristine Black

DOB: Klaus, June 26, 2001; Osara, August 8, 2004
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This month, we highlight two German Shepherd Dogs whose foremost talent is to smell death. Klaus and Osara

are trained and certified to detect human remains and forensic evidence for the Canine Specialized Search 
Team, a 

volunteer, nonprofit organization used by the Santa Clara County Sheriff’s / Medical Examiner-Coroner's Office  
in California. 

Klaus, an 8-year-old German Shepherd Dog, has been involved in more than 48 searches, for various

California and federal agencies. He is trained as an Area/Air Scent (Live Find) Search Dog, as well as a Cadaver  

Dog. Four years ago, he was certified in Type II Air Scent/Area Search (Live Find) Wilderness. And in May 2005,  
he earned his Mission Ready Cadaver dog status. 

Osara, a 4-year-old German Shepherd Dog, is trained as a Historical Human Remains Detection Specialist. Last  
year, she was certified as CSST Type II Human Remains Detection and Historical Human Remains Detection,  
with the Historical Grave Detection Group of ICF. She has been on at least 20 searches to date. Both dogs are  
re certified annually. 

An area search dog like Klaus is trained to cover large areas by sampling the air currents for traces of human  
scent. This type of dog searches and samples the air currents by ranging back and forth through the area that is  
assigned to the team. This dog is sometimes referred to as "Wilderness Search Dog” or "Air Scent Dog." Some  
area search dogs are also scent specific: They work from a scent article to search for the person that matches  
the scent article, ignoring all other humans in the area. Klaus is certified every year in this field.

A Human Remains Detection Dog, like Osara, specializes in crime scenes, old cases, small scent sources and  
residual scent. They have never been trained to look for live humans. They exclude fresh human scent along  
with all other

animal scents and are taught not to disturb crime scenes by digging or retrieving evidence. One critical skill the  
dogs 

learn is how to search homes or vehicles without causing harm to property. As a result, these dogs usually work  
more slowly and methodically.

On average, it takes between one and two years to train a Cadaver Dog. The dogs travel across the country – to  
disasters such as Katrina, Ground Zero at the World Trade Center, the Oklahoma City Bombing, and t he Space 
Shuttle Columbia Disaster. It is a stressful occupation for both dog and handler.
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Above: Osana at work.  Below: Klaus on the job.

Still, the dogs wouldn’t have it any other way. On the CSST website, one handler memorializes her dog, Lucy, as  
“a dog that loved disaster search more than anything.” Lucy worked at the Oklahoma City Bombing, Ground  
Zero and the Shuttle Columbia Recovery. "She found two murder victims and one drowning victim, and helped  
put one bad guy away forever," the website says.

But not every dog has the talent, and even the best require lengthy and continual training. A German Shepherd  
Dog imported at from Czechoslovakia failed patrol school, a "doggie-bite-school dropout," according to his  
handler. But he immediately excelled in the pursuit of narcotics and, since 1998, bodies, according to the  
Washington Post.
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Above: The dogs work at a fire.
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Above: Osara in a helicopter.

This handler began imprinting the odors of human remains to the dog through repetitive exercises. Many  
handlers start training with a manufactured chemical that replicates some of the odors, The Post said. Then they 
graduate to field work. A bagged, rotting squirrel, human bones obtained through a legitimate Internet source, a  
knife with traces of a handler’s blood, soil samples from past crime scenes – all used to train the dogs. In his  
career, the Czechoslovakian dog and his handler recorded 16 finds, from bodies and scattered remains, to blood  



evidence and rape crime scene.  The dog and handler teams can be called to work at any day and any time.  
(This interview was put on hold several times during the last two months for last-minute searches.) 

Donations to CSST, a charitable 501(c)3 nonprofit corporation, are tax deductible. Make checks payable to:  
CSST, 

PO Box 81, Los Altos, CA  94022-0081, or call 888/413.2778.


